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Dear Tanya and Robert   

Collective bargaining group - application for interim authorisation 

We refer to our letter dated 10 May 2018 and our telephone conversation with you on 16 May 

2018. 

We are instructed to provide the following additional information to supplement our client’s 

application for interim authorisation dated 10 May 2018: 

1 The proposed collective bargaining group (Group) will be comprised of a number of similar 

(rather than complimentary farms).  Generally speaking, due to their geographical 

locations, the farms are on similar calving schedules with similar seasonal production of 

milk.  

2 The main rationale supporting the formation of the Group is to seek to redress an 

imbalance of bargaining power and gain leverage in negotiating vis-à-vis milk purchasers in 

relation to proposed supply agreements.  This will primarily be achieved by the Group’s 

ability to guarantee supply of a greater volume of milk at an overall higher-than-average 

quality, noting that all of the individual Group members produce milk of a quality which 

exceeds the industry standard.  For small-to-medium sized milk processors, the quantity of 

milk capable of being supplied by the Group is likely to represent a substantial proportion of 

the overall milk supplied to those processors. In addition the Group is also able to enjoy the 

benefits of pooling resources to receive collective advisory and legal assistance, this 

specifically includes the engagement of the Group’s authorised representatives; Mr Del 

Busso and Mr Tomaino.   

3 Mr Del Busso and Mr Tomaino have been appointed as authorised representatives to 

negotiate on behalf of the Group due to their extensive experience with the dairy industry. 

Mr Tomaino has approximately 50 years’ experience working in the milk processing 

industry (working for Murray Goulburn for 35 years and Burra Foods for approximately 15 

years) and has a detailed in-depth understanding of milk pricing structures and milk supply 

agreements.  Mr Del Busso is an accountant specialising in agriculture and the dairy 

industry in particular.   

Feel free to contact Francesca Lai or Ben Hamilton if you have any questions or would like to 

discuss this letter further.  

22 May 2018 

Ms Tanya Hobbs and Mr Robert Janissen 
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Yours faithfully 

 

 
 

Hall & Wilcox 


